
Retrospectives are...

Choose your own adventure
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Taking no action is in itself, a 
decision.

Who recognises the below behaviour? Trust the team to decide on the 
most important areas to 
address

Creative dot 
voting

New table

Design your teams environment. Make the cues of the habits we want to build visible and 
obvious

This team could try displaying a Zoom or Teams background with a reminder about retro 
actions during its meetings

Or

The team could set an automated reminder in its communication channel to think about 
retrospective actions a few times per week

1.4

Use habit stacking:

"After [Current Habit], we will [New Habit]"

Example

"We will pull improvements from retros directly onto our backlog at the end of the 
retrospectives"

1.3

Use implementation intentions:

"We will [Behaviour] at [Time] in [Location]"

Example

"We will check in daily on the progress of our retrospective actions during our daily team 
meeting"

1.2

Create a habits scorecard. Write down and visualise your current habits. This raises awareness 
of them, acknowledges the elephant

This team has a habit of not actioning improvements from retrospectives.

1.1

Make it ObviousThe 1st Law

New table

Create motivation rituals. Have the team do something they enjoy doing immediately before 
the new habit they are trying to build.

By linking the new habit to an enjoyable experience, it will be stickier and easier to keep up.

This team could action improvements weekly as part of an innovation session

2.3

Create a culture where the desired behaviour is the normal behaviour

It's always easier to perform an action if it feels normal to do so. Build actioning of 
improvements into the DNA of how the team works, identify how the team handles 
improvements as part of a team charter OR build in a capacity such a 10% per iteration for 
addressing improvements,.

2.2

Use temptation bundling. Pair an action you want to do with one that you need to do.

This team could work on retrospective actions as part of a weekly team building session, 
working out loud

2.1

Make It AttractiveThe 2nd Law

Use these to get things out of 
the soup.



How long are our retros?

30mins 2hours +1 hour45mins 1.5 Hours

"Good enough for 
now.

Safe enough to try".

"Imperfect 
action is better 

perfect inaction"
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Fist of five - Every 
meeting

How could this 
meeting have 
added more value?

What could there 
have been more or 
less of?

Set the context for 
unconditional positive 
regard.

Nor� ���t�

Blame game Celebration

Blocker sharedNo blockers Silence

A slight change in 
language can yield very 
different results.

How long is your attention span?

5mins 1hour +30mins15mins 45mins

A recent study by Microsoft concluded 
that the human attention span has 
dropped to eight seconds – shrinking 
nearly 25% in just a few years.

We're too busy to change..

Retrospectives won't work for us..

Retros don't add value, things never 
change

DSL Metrics (Days since 
last)

Daily Monthly or moreWeeklyA few times per week Every few weeks

What does 
failure mean to 

you?

Hi, my name is 
Chris and I 
failed
Everyone 
celebrates your 
failure, cheering 
and clapping
Explain your 
failure
Explain what 
you learned 
from it

1.

2.

3.

4.

Arr, no matter what treasure we be unearthin', we be knowin' 
deep in our sea- lovin' hearts that all ye scallywags did the finest 
work ye could, given what ye knew in that moment, yer talents an' 
craftiness, the bounty at yer disposal, an' the circumstances that 
surrounded ye, me hearties.

Don't let teams build process debt

Almost 80% over 45mins85% < 40 mins

Arrr, me hearties! Listen up, and listen well! No 
matter what we discover in this here 
retrospective, let it be known that we all did our 
best! Every last one of ye scallywags gave it yer 
all, given what ye knew at the time, yer skills 
and abilities, and the situation at hand. So let's 
not be casting blame or pointing fingers, ye 
scurvy dogs! Instead, let's hoist the Jolly Roger 
and set a course for learning and improvement! 
Arrrr!

Hark! The Herald Prime Directive sings:

No matter what tidings we uncover, let it be 
known that we all did our best! Each and every 
one of us, given our knowledge, skills, and the 
jolly circumstances, acted with the utmost 
goodwill and cheer!

So let us not blame one another for any 
missteps we may have taken, but rather, let us 
focus on the gifts we can give to each other and 
to ourselves! For in the spirit of Christmas, we 
are all part of one family, and together we shall 
spread joy and merriment throughout the land! 
Ho ho ho!
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(Return On Time Invested)

Feedback as ROTI

Thank you for engaging with me, all 
feedback is welcome!

Scan here to find 
connect with me 
and get access to 
all my free 
resources

https://www.thevirtualagilecoach.co.uk/weeklytips

